
Under The Stars
Astronomy 101 

Week Three:

ALIENS! How we are finding exoplanets, the 
Goldilocks Zone and why WATER is important 



Week Three overview: Life, Aliens 
and Where Are They?

Monday’s session will look at 
suitable worlds and how to find exo
planets

Goldilocks zone and what places are 
most likely to have life



*Refresher
Size of the Universe,           

types of stars
Distances- AU,LY, Parsec, 

megaparsec

VOTE- Who thinks there are aliens 
somewhere?



Our Milky Way

300,000 billion stars

10% minimum have planets if not 
all- this is new science

Types of stars- statistics

Stars and exoplanets- what is an 
exoplanet?
Types of planets

Moons



The Transit method-
*the transit of Venus/ 

Mercury
Moon transits  



Exoplanets- what are they and how to 
find them.
Transit method
How many are there?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNeRqbw18Jk



How many exoplanets have been 
found already?

4,144 Exoplanets found (WOW)

Telescopes- Kepler, TESS

Why are these telescopes in space? 



Types of Exoplanet

Hot Jupiter
Hot Neptune
Super Earth
Rocky Earths

Find out more about exoplanets here: 
https://www.planetary.org/explore/sp
ace-topics/exoplanets/notable-
exoplanets.html

https://www.planetary.org/explore/space-topics/exoplanets/notable-exoplanets.html


Goldilocks Zones

Not too hot, not too cold

Just right!

For what?  



Exoplanets and 
environments 

Water- universal solvent
Atmosphere- methane 
and oxygen
Goldilocks Zone
Earth only example



Possible places in our 
Solar System

Venus
Enceladus
Titan
Europa



Kepler-62 is a star cooler and smaller than the 
Sun in the constellation Lyra, 1200ly from Earth. 
It is located within the field of vision of the 
Kepler Spacecraft the satellite that NASA's 
Kepler Mission used to detect planets that may 
be transiting their stars. On April 18, 2013 it 
was announced that the star has five planets, 
two of which, Kepler-62e and Kepler-62f are 
within the star's habitable zone. The outermost, 
Kepler-62f, is likely a rocky planet.



How many exoplanets 
have been found 
already?

Telescopes- Kepler, TESS 



* Refresher : Distances

* Light Years

Communication 
problems!

Betelegeuse 640ly
Rigel 870ly



Where do we find Life on Earth?

Life encompasses broader swaths of 
temperature, pH, pressure, radiation, salinity, 
energy, and nutrient limitation. 
Microorganisms do not only thrive under such 
a broad spectrum of parameters on Earth, but 
can also survive the harsh conditions of space, 
an environment with extreme radiation, 
vacuum pressure, extremely variable 
temperature, and microgravity
Extremophiles are everywhere. We shouldn’t 
class life to what we are (humans)



That is as far as we will go for this session.

I have uploaded some refresher videos with REAP so they will 
tell you where to find them. 

Questions- please send to me at 
becky@underthestars.co.nz

Next session, Thursday at 8pm, we will be finishing up the 
course with looking at extremophiles and what an alien may 
look like.

And of course answering questions!

What is a transit?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjd8I_cXUBE
Exoplanets
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUU0-ZpFoK4
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